Cerebellar unit responses of the mossy fibre system to passive movements in the decerebrate cat. I. Responses to static parameters.
1) Experiments were designed to detect how static parameters of natural, passive hand movements are encoded and integrated within the cerebellar cortex. For this purpose unit activity was recorded extracellularly from presumed mossy fibres (MF), presumed granule cells (GrC) and from Purkinje cells (PC) discharging with simple spikes (SS) and complex spikes (CS). With respect to the PC, our interest was focussed primarily on the SS activity. The recordings were performed in the intermediate part of the cerebellar anterior lobe of decerebrate cats. The animal's forepaw was passively moved around the wrist joint by an electronically controlled device. The movements were exactly reproducible so that peristimulus time histograms of the unit activity could be constructed. 2) At the input level (MF) and at the first level of integration within the cerebellar cortex (GrC), patterns with similar discharge characteristics were found. Such patterns could, to a limited extent, also be detected at the cerebellar output (SS of PC). However, in most cases of SS discharge, patterns were found with weak correlation between the tonic activity and static parameters of the movements. 3) Absolute paw position, amplitude, and duration of movements were found to be related over wide ranges to the activities of MF and GrC. Absolute position is directly encoded by tonic discharge during the low or high holding phases. Beside this, units were found without a correlation between the tonic discharge and the position of the nonmoving paw. However, in these units it was sometimes observed that the information about the momentary position or the information about the mean position was sometimes conveyed exclusively during the proceeding upward or downward movement. Thus, information about static parameters was transmitted only at times when a dynamic parameter (such as velocity) occurred. This type of position information encoding is termed "indirect mode of transmission". 4) A specific relationship between SS unit activity of PC and the absolute position of the forepaw or amplitude of the movement could be found primarily by using multiple ramps instead of single ramp movements. This was observed even if both types of ramp movements had the same velocity, individual amplitude, and tested range. However, on multiple ramp movements the paw generally remained for a shorter period at a specific position level as compared to the single ramp movements. 5) Apart from this timing phenomenon, a late movement response was observed, which results in a specific type of position information encoding on multiple ramp functions.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)